
Year 2 Writing     

Monday

Phonics – How many words can you make using the alternative 
pronunciation for ‘ou’? Can you create some silly sentences or stories
using these words?  Read the following comic linking to the sound we 
are looking at. http://www.phonicsplaycomics.co.uk/comics.html 

Cut out the following ‘ou’ words. Can you sort them into two piles 
depending on how you pronounce ‘ou’? 

Play the spelling game on https://kids.classroomsecrets.co.uk/resource/year-2-spelling-

game-2/
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Reading – Complete a Reading Eggs lesson. Read your reading book to
someone at home and share your thoughts. Complete a book review 
for one of the books you have read. 
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Tuesday

Complete the following comprehension about ‘Around the World in 80
Days.’
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Complete the word search
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Complete the word search



Wednesday - SPAG – common and proper nouns

Watch the following to remind yourself about nouns:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrqqtfr/articles/zpd8ng8

Play the sorting game on the following page to help you understand 
the difference between common and proper nouns. You will need to 
cut the words out to sort them into the correct groups. You can even
create a table in your home learning book. Can you add any more 
words to the list?

Now look in your reading book, can you spot common and proper 
nouns? How do you know you are right?
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Watch the story of Flotsam on You Tube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MTKWnxzqvM

Flotsam is a story with no words, so you will have to watch the clip on
You Tube really carefully to understand what is happening. 
Next answer the following questions:

1. Where is the boy?__________________

How do you know where he is? What are the clues in the story?
_______________________________________________

2. What is the boy doing?
_______________________________________________

3. What does the boy find?
_______________________________________________

4. How do you think the feels at the end of the story? Why?
_________________________________________

Finding nouns
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Stop the story at 1 min 46 seconds. How many different nouns can
you spot in the picture? Stick the picture in your home learning book

and list all the nouns you can find. Could any of these nouns be a
proper noun?

Friday
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The Melville underwater camera captures some amazing photographs
of life in different parts of the sea but the last photograph is blank!
Your task is to draw what underwater world the camera could have

found.

Once you have drawn the amazing underwater world, fill in the table
by listing the nouns in your picture. Then can you think of some

adjectives to describe your nouns (remember we looked at
adjectives last week!)

Using the nouns and adjectives you have collected, write a
description of your underwater world. Can you give your world a

name? Who lives there? What is special about your world?

Underworld photograph
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Look at your wonderful, underwater picture and fill in the table 
with nouns and adjectives

Nouns Adjectives
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A description of my underwater world
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I’ve also included a handwriting sheet with the common exception 
words on to help you work towards a pen license!

I can’t wait to hear all about your fantasy underwater world!

Happy Learning,

Mrs Burland
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